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Editorial
We were hoping to publish fuller
details about the November
Conference in this edition of our
magazine. We do have some details
and will soon put up all the
information on the website. We have
had some interesting suggestions
from people for subjects for sessions.
If there is something that you would
particularly like to be addressed at
the conference, please do tell us and
we will give it due consideration.
One of the aims of this magazine is
to share experience and encourage
all members to fulfil their potential,
whatever they do in life, to
overcome those extra little obstacles
that lie in their path. Hilary and I
asked for contributions to the
magazine and were delighted with
the response from our younger
members. Alexa has written about
her saxophone exam and has tips for
young musicians. You may already
have noticed her on the front page.
Phil Knot describes how his sons
Adam and David have taken up their
sporting challenges that include
football, rugby, cricket and golf. If
you are a new member, especially
perhaps of a newborn with albinism,
this may appear baffling; but the
message is that most things are
possible, if not perhaps always in the
conventional form. Most problems
have a solution. We hope these
stories give inspiration.

If you are a teenager with white hair
you stand out. Everyone in the
school will know your name before
you know theirs. You will be one of
the first names learned in the class by
all your teachers. Albinism carries
notoriety. Like the lyrics of the
‘Cheers’ sit-com, school is a place
where ‘everyone knows your name’
and you don’t have the benefit that
anonymity sometimes affords. If you
do something, good or bad, you are
more likely to get noticed, and that
can be a double-edged sword. It
seems that sometimes we all wish to
just blend into the crowd, sit at the
back and keep our head down. So
you may be interested to hear eleven
year old Emma’s story. She is now in
Year 6 and decided to dye her hair in
the summer holidays. Whilst this is a
decision that may surprise some, it is
obviously one to which young Emma
and her mum have given a lot of
thought. What makes us all part of
what we are, whether we like it or
not, is what we look like and how
people react to us. Some people will
say that you are what you are, and
you just have to get on with life, but
sometimes it is not simply a case of
getting over it, because confidence
and how you feel about your
appearance can be a touchstone of
your well-being. So thanks Emma, for
an article raising an interesting and
debatable topic, certainly in my
house, and I am sure, others too.
Martin
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Dates & Events
AF Conference 2009

Ireland Albinism Fellowship Weekend

Dates: 20th – 22nd November, 2009

Friday 22nd May, 7pm through to
Sunday 24th, 2pm

Location: Crowne Plaze Hotel
Chester City Centre
More details will appear on the
website and posted to members as
they become available.
London BBQ:
Saturday 6th June, 2009
Oaktree School, Chase Side,
Southgate, N14 4HN
(please see website for further details)

Share Holiday Village, Lisnaskea
Co. Fermanagh
A fun weekend for the whole family
with a wide range of activities such as
Long Ship Cruises, T-Shirt Printing,
Swimming.
For info and bookings contact:
Marleen Schoeppner
Tel: 028 9032 9373
Email: marleen.schoeppner@rnib.org.uk
Sight Village

Ireland Family Albinism Day 2009

Dates for Sight Village Birmingham
2009 are:

Saturday, 20th June 2009 at St. John’s
GAA Clubhouse, Grange Rd.,
Ballinteer.

Tuesday 14th July
Wednesday 15th July
Thursday 16th July
(10am–4.30pm) Admission is free:
see www.qac.ac.uk for more
information.

The mobile unit from St. Joseph’s,
school for the visually impaired &
blind, will be present. They have
information available on visual aids
and details of their services for visually
impaired people in Ireland.
RNIB Techshare
16th – 18th September, 2009
ExCeL London
(See www.RNIB.org for more info)

Do you live in Dorset or Hants?
Common Sense an organization for
visually impaired children in Dorset
and Hampshire sent us some notices
of their events so if you are in that
area do visit the website
www.commonsense.me.uk to see if
there is something there for you.
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A Sporting Chance
By Phil Knott, Dad to Adam (14) and David Knott (11)
“What time are we leaving dad”? If I’ve heard this once on a weekend, I’ve
heard it a thousand times. And you know what; it’s one of the best
questions my boys ask me every weekend. The reason being, it means we’re
off to take part in some sporting activity or another, and I can’t wait to see
Adam, David or both together, getting stuck in, and enjoying their sport.
As many a Dad, my ambition for my
boys was that they would be better
sportsmen than me. Given their
visual difficulties, I sadly thought
this would not be possible. Both
have proven me wrong, and
continue to do so, time and time
again.
So where did it all start, probably
some 8 years ago when I took
Adam down to the local football
club, and he tried out in the U7’s
team. While he gave his all, his
talents at football never matched up
to some of the other players, that
foot-eye co-ordination does leave
our children at somewhat of a
disadvantage, but having said this,
football still plays a big part in both
Adam and David’s life.
Each Saturday morning they hold
their own down at the local astro
pitches as boys from many age
groups, who never quite made the
team, enjoy the camaraderie of
football. David (alias “Mud Man”)
has also shown himself to be quite
some goal keeper and played
regularly for his primary school
team. His reactions are second to
none, and have surprised many a
rampaging centre forward.
Playing football has also inspired
the boys to follow Southampton,
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David in goal for school
who generously give us free season
tickets. With the standard of play
recently, however, I sometimes wish
they hadn’t! The boys follow the
game amazingly with the help of
their monocular. Perhaps your local
team will offer this facility free also?
Next up, let’s try golf, yes golf, the
sport where you try to get the small
white ball in to a hole some 500
yards away. Our boys love it. Adam
is now a member of the local golf
club, and has routinely shown a
talent by breaking a 100. He and I
will regularly go to the course, or
the driving range to hit some balls.
David will join this year, and
probably shows the greater talent at
the game, as his swing is more fluid

and natural. A sport that I never
thought possible is now a reality.
The difficultly of seeing the ball off
the tee is more my problem, and
that of their friends with whom
they regularly play, and it’s just part
of the game. They generously look
for Adam or David’s ball as well as
their own!
Golf on holiday is now a reality, and
it’s great to get out with the boys,
while mum also comes along to
spot more my ball than theirs!
Another good thing though has
been they’ve taught me how to
play golf on the Xbox! Never before
have I holed so many putts from
30 feet!
I’m sure many of you will also be
taking your children off to “Blind
Cricket”. Living in Hampshire we’re
perhaps fortunate that we have the

support of Hampshire County
Cricket to coach our blind cricket
team. They also allow us to use the
indoor cricket school for training,
which is much in need for the series
of matches we have coming up this
season.
Played with a small football,
probably size 3, the players are
graded on their sight, B1, B2, B3.
Our boys are B3, and enjoy as
good, if not better vision than most
of the team. If you’ve never been to
a blind cricket match I would
certainly recommend it. We also
practice in the garden or the park
with a tennis ball, once again
contrast is key as the boys look for
the ball to come on to the bat.
Compared with the tennis ball, or
“creddie ball”, (softer cricket
training ball) the size 3 football
looks like a balloon!

Adam 3rd from left – David has the bat
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Table tennis
in France
Last Christmas we bought a table
tennis table for the garage, I
thought Bridget, my wife and I
would be out there playing. How
wrong can you be! It’s probably
been the best family Christmas
present ever! We’ve spent many an
evening out in the cold firing the
ball back forth. This is one sport at
which they never cease to amaze
me. Small ball, little bat, lots of
speed, no problem. It’s all in the
timing!
However, both Adam and David’s
best sporting moments are saved
for the rugby pitch. Both took up
the game some 5 years ago, and
are now integral members of both
their club side Eastleigh Pirates, and
their school teams. Few children get
the opportunity to represent their
school, and our boys have a certain
sense of pride at having achieved
this in rugby.
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Unlike football where the ball
probably travels faster, and over
longer distances, rugby is a sport
where keeping the ball in hand is
good, and where you can play a
lead part in the team by your
presence and strength, even if you
don’t always have the ball.
Rugby is probably where our boys
have excelled. Recently Adam got
to the last phase of trials for
Hampshire only to miss out at the
final hurdle. His ability to play with
his normally sighted peers appears
unhampered by his own lack of
vision. The team have adapted to
him only slightly by way of using a
“night training fluorescent” ball,
otherwise they take him as they see
him, 6ft 2” all skin and bone!
I guess his stature may have sent
a few of the opposition
scurrying back.

As for David he is also finding rugby to
his liking. Getting stuck into the rough
and tumble of rugby is something he is
beginning to relish and propping with
his school team who remain unbeaten
this season fills him with pride. The
peak cap you see him wearing in his
U11’s season is now left on the touch
line as the game becomes more
physical, but it did prove more useful
in the early years.
And that’s about it! Boys (and of
course girls too!) and sport generally
go hand in hand. If you ever thought
your son or daughter might enjoy a
shot at something just give them a
sporting chance!
Right: David on the ball

Adam on his way to a try?
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Christmas Party & AGM
Thanks to Lorna for organising the venue and
entertainment for the Christmas Party. It was an excellent
venue, very child-friendly with plenty of room for the AGM.
We will use the venue again. Here we see the entertainer
working his magic to the delight of young and old. Father
Christmas also made an appearance and food was a-plenty!
There was lots of fun for the kids and opportunities to chat
for the rest of the family.
The AGM was well attended and the last year’s report was
shared. (This can be accessed on the website or in the
members area of the forum).
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Belfast Event report – November 2009
This annual event was held in
November at the RNIB NI office in
Belfast. Activities for children and
young people were provided while
parents were given the opportunity
to talk and listen to presentations.
Natasha Healey, optometrist, presented
on the NINA (Northern Ireland
Nystagmus & Albinism) Project which
will take place in the low vision clinic in
the Royal Victoria Hospital,

Belfast and will involve children with
both eye conditions.
There was also an opportunity for
participants to view and purchase
products from the RNIB resource
centre and the short film “Butterfly”
about Gemma Sherry, a young person
with albinism in Scotland was shown.
Many thanks to RNIB staff and
volunteers for their support on the day.

Training and presentations
There continues to be a good level of interest in our training services and
in us giving presentations to key groups of people. We support these
activities subject to availability. Our training services generate a small
income and we usually recover our expenses for presentations.
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Nathan’s star turn
Nathan is 4 and started nursery school in last
September. The school was giving a concert
in the local county hall, and wanted to use
stage lighting there directly onto the
children. The school were concerned that
this would hurt his eyes. We didn’t want to
take him out of the play which the school
said might have to be the case, alternatively
they could demote him to a lesser part in the
play to keep him out of the lights. After
some discussions with the Fellowship about
coping with stage lighting we are pleased to
show the photos of some pictures of
Nathaniel as a king in his Christmas play.
He struggled with the event not due to the
lighting but due to the noise and the fact
that there were around 400 people
watching. However in the end he settled
and was a star.
Liz Gooderham
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The New Me
Last year on Saturday
9th August 2008 I dyed
my hair brown. I
decided to do this
because I was going to
secondary school soon
and wanted to create a
new me as no one
would know me there.
After a long time of
testing bits of my hair
Before
beforehand, we finally
found the right colour
and decided to go for
it. After sitting in the
hair dressers for about two hours
it was finally finished. It looked
GREAT! and I hope you agree.
I was so pleased with it and
couldn’t wait to get my eye lashes
and eye brows done to go with my
new hair. It was quite relaxing
having my eye lashes and eye brows
tinted and once they were finally
finished I looked in the mirror and
almost cried! I was sooooo pleased
and couldn’t wait to see my friend’s
reactions! Don’t get me wrong I
loved my white hair, it made me
stand out as an individual and one
day I may go back, but at the
moment I felt this was the right
thing for me to do because it will
make life easier for me when I go to
secondary school where I won’t
know anybody.
This did cost quite a lot of money
first of all but my mum now does
my parting/roots at home every so
often and also my lashes and brows
and this is a lot cheaper.

After
As I did this in the summer holidays
I went back to school in my new
year (year six) and no one could
believe it was me. I was overjoyed
and now can’t wait to go to
secondary school! The secondary
school I am going to is called
Barnwell School; they have a special
visually impaired base and have
several children in every year with
visual impairments. Above there are
two pictures of me, one before I
dyed my hair and one after. If you
want to contact me about how I did
this or if you have any questions
then just e-mail me at the following
address:
emmacainrules@hotmail.co.uk
Emma (age 10)
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Love reading – love Calibre

Calibre provides a free postal lending
service of audio books. All the books
are recorded unabridged, so you can
listen to your favourites at home or on
the move. This national charity lends
audio books to around 20,000
members across the UK, the Republic
of Ireland and other EU countries.
The Young Calibre collection has
1,400 titles for under-16s, and there
are another 6,000 books in the main
library. As it is a free postal service,
you can exchange your books as often
as you like. With over 8,000 titles in
the library you’ll never run out of new
books to read. The choice includes the
latest bestsellers, classic fiction,
detective stories, romances, and
popular non-fiction like biography and
travel and best of all, there’s nothing
to pay – no subscription, no fines, and
no charge for lost or damaged books.
Last year, an award scheme was
introduced to celebrate the number of
books read by our Younger Calibre
members.
For reading 50 Calibre books or more
– Bronze award, 100 books or more –
Silver award,150 books or more –
Gold award.
Award winners were invited to an
Open Day at the centre in Aylesbury
to meet authors Anne Fine and Julie
Hearn and listen to readings from
actors Terence Hardiman and Richard
Ratcliffe who record many Young
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Patron, author Anne Fine presents
Katie with her 2008 Reading Award.
Photo by Val Lapthorne
Calibre books. It is hoped that this
scheme will encourage Young Calibre
members to explore the library and
stimulate their enjoyment of books.
The library is very easy to use.
Members can set up a personal
reading list, either on-line or by
phone. Favourite authors or titles can
be found in the on-line catalogue on
the website and there are also
complete key stage lists on-line on the
Young Calibre site. Alternatively, large
print or CD-R catalogues can be sent

and articles on reading ideas and new
book lists are posted regularly on the
website. But if you prefer, you can tell
them what sort of books you like and
they will choose for you, based on
your preferences.
Books are available in two formats,
cassette and MP3 format CD. The
disks give better sound quality than

cassettes, and most books fit onto just
one disk. Members can choose
cassette, disk or both, to suit
themselves.
If you would like to know more, or if
you are interested in joining the
library, just phone 01296 432 339,
email enquiries@calibre.org.uk or visit
the website www.calibre.org.uk.

Another Katy leads the way
Bridgette Kemish shared this with us about her daughter Katy:
In November 2008, our year six pupils were given the exciting opportunity
of attending a five-day activity residential visit to the Kingswood Centre on
the Isle of Wight. Before the trip, we spent some time with Katy and some of
her friends, practicing procedures such as ‘guided sight’ to assist her once at
the centre. However, upon arrival at the centre it was clear to us that Katy
wasn’t going to be depending on anyone else, as she quickly familiarised
herself with the layout of the site and began navigating it faultlessly, even in
the dark.
Whilst at Kingswood, Katy took part in a whole range of adventurous
activities including caving, rock climbing, zip wire, go karts, quad bikes,
archery and leap of faith, which required the children to scale a telegraph
pole, balance on the top and then leap through the air and try to grab a
suspended bar. Katy really impressed everyone by making sure she tackled
as many activities as she could, and getting really stuck into them. It became
apparent how determined she was to not let her visual impairment get in
the way when she promptly led the rest of her group around the entire site
on an orienteering course, telling them all where they should go and where
all the key features were located!
We were really proud of how independent she was, and how she was
determined to have as much of an adventure as everyone else.
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Fundraising
A late acknowledgement should go
to: Staff at St Batholomew’s School in
Newbury who fund-raised £56.50.
50th birthday congratulations go to
Bridget Wilson whose friends and
family donated £137 to the
Fellowship rather than buy her a
present and to Kerry Burke’s Auntie
who also kindly declined any
presents from guests in favour of
online donations to the Fellowship
via “Justgiving”.
We like photos to go with any
fund-raising you do. Here’s Auntie
Marie with Kerry:

Kerry’s Mum & Dad, Elaine & David,
(and us) would like to thank Marie for
the generous sum raised on behalf of
Albinism Fellowship.
We like this novel and innovative
fundraising idea! We also like to say
a big thank you to everyone else
who sent in donations over the past
year. It’s a cliché but every little bit
does help.
Now that it has all come in we can
give you a grand total of the
fundraising for the bikeride which
was £5,667.
Many thanks to all those who took
part raising this marvellous amount
and to the companies that kindly
fund-matched the amounts raised…
Vodafone, Bank of England,
Whitbread, Vega.
We continue to need your support
with fundraising, especially as
unplanned donations to the
Fellowship have fallen in recent
months for no apparent reasons.
Our next big challenge is to
fund-raise up to £25,000 for the
conference this year.

Please help us
if you can.

Auntie Marie & Kerry
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Blowing those exam blues away
On December 2nd 2008, I took a
saxophone exam. I had been playing for
just over a year when I took it. It was
Grade One and the first music exam
that I had ever taken.
Because I am partially sighted, all my
music has to be enlarged and I have to
go over small things, such as dotted
notes with a black marker pen. I also
stick my sheets of music on to stiff card
so they sit on the music stand without
flopping over and I am allowed a bit
more time in the exam room. (There is
lots of useful information about music
exams for partially sighted players on
the Associated Board’s website at
www.abrsm.org).

saxophone. A while later my saxophone
teacher, told me to come into the
practice room.
After I had practised I carried my
instrument into the exam room. There
was a lot of space, but the examiner,
the pianist and I only used half of it.
Luckily, I played my pieces well, and the
other parts of the exam went brilliantly.
All I could do now was wait…
A couple of weeks later, I walked into
my saxophone lesson and my teacher
had some great news: my saxophone
partner and I had both passed, and I
had passed with a distinction!

At first I was really nervous, and thought
that I was going to fail. As my Mum
drove me up to the place where I would
be taking my exam, I just sat in the car
feeling very anxious.

If you have a music exam coming up,
then my advice would be to just try
your best. If you do this, then hopefully
you won’t fail.

When we arrived, we both went into
the waiting room to set up my

Alexa Greer, aged 10
(Front cover Photo)

Fair Use – Please read!
It has been brought to the attention of the trustees that our magazine is being
photocopied and systematically distributed in large numbers. Whilst we are
pleased in some senses that the magazine information is seen as valuable, if you
are reading this as a photocopy we would ask you to recognise that in doing so
you are undermining the funding for the magazine that comes largely from our
membership subscriptions. You are free-loading!
We are not concerned with the occasional copy being given out, especially to
introduce someone to the fellowship.
However, if you would now like to have a regular, guilt-free, full colour, proper
copy of the magazine we ask that you join the fellowship and get them
legitimately for a mere £15 a year! See the website for joining details.
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The membership subscription for 2009 is now due
Many apologies for not sending reminders for last year – thank you to all
who paid.
We were intending to setup Direct Debit for subscriptions. Unfortunately the
regulations regarding Direct Debit changed last year. There is now a requirement
for a substantial turnover which is well above that of the fellowship so reluctantly
we are not able to implement our plans.
If you currently pay by standing order it will have been debited on 1st Jan –
thank you! But please could you check that it is for the full amount of £15 and
amend your standing order if necessary.
We would like to encourage everyone to set up a Standing Order if at all possible
to save on our administration costs
If you would like to set up or amend a standing order, please could you
download the Standing Order form from the website, fill it in and send it to your
bank and please let us know you have done so with a note or email to
membership@albinism.org.uk .
Or you could consider taking out LIFE membership at £250.
Otherwise, if you wish to keep receiving our newsletter and other literature – for
conferences etc, please could you forward a cheque for £15 or €20.
Please make cheques payable to Albinism Fellowship and send to:
Hilary Hill AF Subscriptions,
25 Brandon Close,
Alton.
GU34 2BD
(Note – temporary membership subscription address)
Hilary Hill
Membership Co-ordinator, Albinism Fellowship

Albinism Fellowship
P.O. Box 77, Burnley, Lancs BB11 5GN
01282 771900
e-mail: info@albinism.org.uk
www.albinism.org.uk

